Qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs) are basically qualitative derivations of Bayesian belief networks. Originally, QPNs were designed to improve the speed of the construction and calculation of these networks, at the cost of specificity of the result. The formalism can also be used to facilitate cognitive mapping by means of inference in sign-based causal diagrams. Whatever the type of application, any computer based use of QPNs requires an algorithm capable of propagating information throughout the networks. Such an algorithm was developed in the 1990s. This polynomial time sign-propagation algorithm is explicitly or implicitly used in most existing QPN studies.
Introduction
Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) were developed to deal with uncertain or incomplete knowledge [9] and are being applied widely, especially for medical applications. BBNs give a compact representation of a joint probability distribution on a set of variables. They consist of an acyclic directed graph, representing the independencies among the variables, and a set of conditional probabilities. These networks require many quantitative probability distributions, which are not always available. Another obstacle is that computer calculations of complex BBNs may take a lot of time. For these reasons, the formalism of qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs) was adopted [18] . These QPNs are a qualitative abstraction of BBNs, which only define qualitative restrictions on the probability distributions in terms of signs. This makes inference in a QPN much faster than in a BBN with the same underlying structure, although at the cost of level of detail.
Apart from improving speed, the QPN formalism can be useful in case there are no quantified probability distributions available and when there is no time to gather them. This allows for studying the model's behaviour without quantification. Moreover, QPNs can be considered equivalent to cognitive maps [19] . Like Bayesian networks, cognitive maps consist of directed graphs, denoting cause-and-effect relationships. It is a qualitative decision modelling technique developed in the 1970s in the field of political sciences [1] . Nowadays, it is a common methodology for decision support used in fields like 0888 
Preliminaries

Qualitative probabilistic networks
Both QPNs and BBNs contain a graphical part that represents the independencies between variables: an acyclic directed graph. A BBN in addition has a quantitative part which defines a joint probability distribution Pr on its set of variables, by means of a set of conditional probabilities relating the values of different variables. A QPN is a qualitative counterpart of a BBN. In a QPN, there are only restrictions defined on the joint probability distribution [18] . These restrictions are defined in terms of qualitative probabilistic relationships, which capture the effects of observing higher or lower values for one variable on the values of another variable. Relationships can be one of four qualitative influences: positive, negative, zero or ambiguous. These influences are represented by the following signs: '+', 'À', '0' and '?', respectively. The same signs are used for representing the observed or calculated effect on a variable.
In this paper, a directed graph (digraph) G is denoted by a pair (V(G), A(G)) in which V(G) is a set of nodes and A(G) is a set of arrows. For Bayesian networks, each of the nodes represents a random variable. These variables must be discrete; the number of values must be finite, exhaustive and mutually exclusive. For QPNs, in addition, a total order on the values of variables is assumed. Names of variables are denoted by capitals, whereas these variables' values are denoted by non-capital names. If a variable A has the value a, formally if A = a, then we will use the shorthand notation a.
An element of the set A(G) represents a direct relationship between two nodes, denoted by V i ? V j . Here node V i is called a parent of V j and node V j is a child of V i . The set of all parents of V i is denoted by p(V i ); its set of children is denoted by r(V i ). The reflexive and transitive closure of the set of parents of V i is called the set of ancestors of V i , denoted by p * (V i ). The reflexive and transitive closure of the set of children of V i is called the set of descendants of V i , denoted by r * (V i ). A sequence of nodes, successively connected (in either direction) by distinct arrows, is called a trail. Cyclic trails, that is, a trail from a node to itself with all arrows pointing in the same direction, are not allowed. Hence, any digraph under consideration is acyclic. We will now give a formal definition of a QPN.
Definition 1 (A qualitative probabilistic network). A QPN is a pair (G,Q), in which G = (V(G), A(G)) is an acyclic digraph. The set Q contains qualitative probabilistic relationships between the variables that are represented by V(G).
The set Q can contain two types of qualitative probabilistic relationships: qualitative influences and qualitative synergies. Qualitative influences consist of influences from one variable onto another; qualitative synergies describe the interactions among multiple variables. These two types of relationships are further specified in Definitions 4 and 5.
The direct relationships between variables are captured by the arrows in the graph G; the indirect relations between variables are computed upon performing inference in both BBNs and QPNs. In doing so, the independences between the variables are taken into account by employing the d-separation criterion [9, 16] . This criterion builds upon blocked and active trails.
Definition 2 (Blocked and active trail). Let G = (V(G),A(G)) be an acyclic digraph and let A, B be nodes in V(G). A trail t from A to B is blocked by a set of nodes X # V(G) if (at least) one of the following conditions holds:
A 2 X or B 2 X; the trail t has nodes C, D, E such that D 2 X and D ? C, D ? E are part of this trail; the trail t has nodes C, D, E such that D 2 X and C ? D, D ? E are part of this trail; the trail t has nodes C, D, E such that C ? D, E ? D are part of this trail and r
Otherwise, the trail t is called active with respect to X. Associated with each direct relationship between two variables in a QPN, is a qualitative influence in Q. We will now give the definition of a qualitative influence, which is derived from Wellman [18] .
Definition 3 (d-separation). Two nodes
Definition 4 (Qualitative influences). Given A 2 p(B), there is a positive qualitative influence from A to B, denoted as S + (A,B), iff for all values a 1 > a 2 for A, each b i for B and all combinations of values x for X = p(B)n{A}, the set of parents of B other than A, we have that:
PrðB P b i j a 1 xÞ P PrðB P b i j a 2 xÞ:
This means that for any value of any parent of B other than A, increasing the value of A makes higher values of B more probable. Analogously we define a negative qualitative influence S À (A, B) by replacing the middle 'P' by '6'. A zero qualitative influence S 0 (A, B) can be defined by replacing the middle 'P' by '='. Finally, if none of these relationships hold, the relationship is by definition S ? (A, B). In this case the qualitative influence is ambiguous.
Literature describes two types of qualitative synergies: additive synergies and product synergies. Additive synergies exist when two influences on the same variable either strengthen or weaken each other; we will not discuss these in detail because these synergies are not relevant for inference. The following definition of product synergies is derived from Druzdzel and Henrion [5] . A negative product synergy X À ({A, B},c 0 ) can be defined analogously by replacing the middle 'P' by '6'. A zero product synergy X 0 ({A, B}, c 0 ) can be defined by replacing the middle 'P' by '='. Finally, if none of these relationships hold, the relationship is by definition X ? ({A, B}, c 0 ). In this case the product synergy is ambiguous. Product synergies capture intercasual effects since these concern the interactions among multiple causes upon observing a common effect. If there is a positive product synergy between A and B with regard to a value c 0 of C, observing the value c 0 for C is said to induce a positive intercausal influence between A and B.
Graphically, product synergies are depicted by a dashed line between the two parents involved; the qualitative effects induced by the values of the child are denoted by a list of signs (see Fig. 1 ).
The properties of symmetry, transitivity and composition
Qualitative influences of QPNs have the following properties, which allow for establishing influences between indirectly related nodes upon inference:
Symmetry. If B has an influence of sign d 2 {+, À, 0, ?} on A, then A will have an influence with the same sign d on B. Transitivity. If A has an influence of sign d 1 on B, B has an influence of sign d 2 on C, and B does not have two incoming arrows on this trail, then this will result in an influence of A on C with a sign that is equal to the sign-product d 1 d 2 (see Table 1 ) of the signs of the first and second influence. Composition. The joint effect of influences along multiple incoming trails on a variable is defined by the operator È in Table 1 .
For a proof of the properties of symmetry, transitivity and composition we refer to [10, 18] . Fig. 1 . QPN that represents the example concerning power failure.
Inference in QPNs
The original sign-propagation algorithm [5] is an efficient algorithm based on local propagation by means of messagepassing along arrows and intercausal links. In this algorithm, messages are sent from a node to the so-called active neighbors of this node. The concept of active neighbors was adopted in order to implement d-separation at the local level. It distinguishes between messages that are sent along with the direction of an arrow, and message that are sent in the opposite direction of an arrow. We give a slightly adapted version of the definitions presented by Renooij [10] . 
The latter part of the definition covers three situations: A ? B 2 A(G), an intercausal link between A and B, and the initial step the sign-propagation algorithm where a message is sent from a start node to the node itself (see pseudo-code of the algorithm). In all these cases, the message received by A should be treated as a message sent in the opposite direction of an arrow.
Note that the set of active neighbors of a node A is dynamic as it depends on which node A received a message from. The sign-propagation algorithm [5] uses the properties of symmetry, transitivity and composition and the concept of active neighbors. We show the original algorithm as it was reformulated in pseudo-code by Renooij [10] .
Note that initially each of the nodes is given a node-sign '0'. After inference, the nodes have the signs that represent the resulting qualitative probabilistic effect of observing O, in the context of possible previous observations Observed. It must be emphasized that this algorithm does not calculate thejoint effect of O and Observed. This sign-propagation algorithm is guaranteed to visit each node at most twice, since the node-sign of a node can change at most twice (once from '0' to '+' or 'À', then only to '?'); the algorithm's computational complexity is linear in the number of arrows [4, 10] .
The role of intercausal influences
Observations may induce intercausal effects when two a-priori independent variables (two causes) are no longer independent given certain evidence for a common descendant. Consider the following example: the power at home turns off. Assume that there are two possible causes for this: (1) there is a blackout in the neighborhood or (2) due to a short-circuit there is a power failure at home. This example is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that short-circuits at home and blackouts in the neighborhood are a-priori independent. However, given that there is no power at home, observing that the neighbors do not have power either (an indicator for a neighborhood blackout) makes it less likely that there is a short-circuit at home as well. On the other hand, seeing smoke coming out of the microwave (an indicator for a short-circuit at home) makes it less likely that there is a blackout in the entire neighborhood as well. Therefore, variables that were a-priori independent may become dependent given information for a common effect. Since intercausal effects are relevant in case of a new observation given previous observations, it can be expected that intercausal effects are irrelevant in case of a single observation. We will argue that this is indeed the case. Consider two variables A and B, then applying Bayes' rule we find that Pr(ajb) P Pr(a) iff Pr(bja) P Pr(b). Now suppose that B is a node with two incoming arrows (also called a head-to-head node) and A is one of its ancestors. The above equivalence then entails that the direction (sign) of the effect of actually observing a value for head-to-head node B on A, is the same as the direction of the effect of observing a value for A on B (note that this is related to the symmetry property, but now explicitly including observations.) In the latter case, however, we are not observing a head-to-head node and hence no intercausal effects come into play. This means that indeed intercausal influences become effective only after the effects of an observed head-to-head node on all other nodes have been propagated. More specifically, unactive trails become active as a result of an observation for a head-to-head node, only for subsequent observations.
The designers of the sign-propagation algorithm [5] are unclear as to when induced intercausal influences become effective in their algorithm. Also, in case of multiple simultaneous observations, literature shows that during the sequential propagation of multiple simultaneous observations, intercausal influences induced by any of these observations should be disregarded [4, 10, 12] . We will refer to both these properties as the ''dominance property" of QPNs. The results entail that during sign-propagation only those intercausal effects should be taken into account which are induced by earlier observations, and not by the current one(s). Note that for the sign-propagation algorithm, the dominance property only affects the computation of active neighbors sets: taking into account an intercausal influence between nodes A and B, the nodes can be each other's active neighbors; upon disregarding the influence, A and B may not be active neighbors.
The next section will show that application of the original sign-propagation algorithm may result in (1) incorrect signs, both with or without taking the dominance property into account or (2) unnecessary ambiguity, even when the dominance property is taken into account.
The original algorithm's pitfalls
We will show that two types of undesired results may occur with the original sign-propagation algorithm. The first and most serious type is that the algorithm calculates incorrect signs. The second type is that the algorithm calculates unnecessary ambiguity. To demonstrate these pitfalls we will use examples.
An incorrect sign
Consider the network in Fig. 2 and suppose that each node represents a binary variable. Nodes A and C both have a positive influence on node B. Nodes A and D both have a positive influence on node C. In addition, there is a product synergy capturing the intercausal effects between A and D upon observing a common effect (C or, indirectly, B); this is depicted by the dashed line. We will demonstrate that in this situation, propagating an observation for node B with the original sign-propagation algorithm may result in an incorrect sign for node D.
Suppose that positive evidence for node B is entered into the network of Fig. 2 . The sign-propagation algorithm will start sending messages to the active neighbors of B: A and C. Node A will receive the message '+' from B. Now, the set of active neighbors for A consists of the nodes C and D. Node A sends the messagesign '+' combined with the linksign '+' to C. After this, node C will have the sign '+'. Suppose that the influence induced between A and D by the observation for B is negative. Now assume that this induced influence is immediately effective, as a result of not applying the dominance property. Then, node D receives a 'À' from node A and sends this 'À' sign on to node C, which will result in an ambiguous node-sign for C, as node C already had the sign '+'. In addition, node B sends a message with the sign '+' to C. If node C has node-sign '?' prior to receiving the message from B, then C's node-sign cannot be changed anymore and the algorithm will stop passing on messages to C, and beyond. As a result, the algorithm halts without passing the positive effect along the active trail B C D on to node D. Hence, the final node-sign for node D is a 'À'. In other words, the sign-propagation algorithm indicates that when observing the higher value for node B, the probability of the higher value for D will decrease; this outcome of the original sign-propagation algorithm, without exploiting dominance, is shown in Fig. 3 . The sign-propagation algorithm, however, should not be allowed to conclude a sign equal to 'À' for node D. Since the trail B C D is active, the positive evidence for B should affect D and the only correct conclusion the algorithm can make under these circumstances is a node-sign '?' for D. What if the original algorithm does apply the dominance property? Since, in our example, there is only one, current observation which should not activate the trail B A ? C D, we can disregard the intercausal effect between A and D. As a result, node D should end up with node-sign '+', which is the result of propagating the observation over the only active trail between nodes B and D. This result is of course preferred to the ambiguous, albeit correct, '?' sign above. The sign-propagation algorithm employing the dominance property should therefore return the results shown in Fig. 4 . The original version, however, does not guarantee this result, since the possible problem of node C not sending a message on to node D can also occur if the intercausal effects are not taken into account: node C has a node-sign '+' as a result of the messages sent along B A ? C, and the message received directly from node B does not change that. In this case, the final result for node D would be a '0', which is certainly incorrect because of the active trail from B to D.
In summary, the original sign-propagation algorithm may give incorrect results with (sub)networks similar to that shown in Fig. 2 . In Section 3.3 we will discuss the specific properties of networks that may give rise to these problems.
Unnecessary ambiguity
From the example in Section 3.1 we have that even if the original sign-propagation algorithm returns a correct result, it may be unnecessarily ambiguous if the dominance properties are not taken into account. In this section we will demonstrate that the algorithm can return unnecessary ambiguities, even upon taking the dominance property into account. Consider the example network in Fig. 5 , where nodes A and C both have a positive influence on node B, and D has a positive influence on node C. This time, however, A has a negative influence on C. In addition, product synergies are such that an observed positive effect on B induces a positive intercausal effect between nodes A and D.
Suppose we have a positive observation for node B, and we employ the dominance property, which means that we can disregard the intercausal influence displayed in To propagate this evidence, the sign-propagation algorithm will again start sending messages from B to A and C. Node C receives a '+' from B and a '+ À = À' from node A, resulting in an ambiguous sign for C. Regardless of whether or not node C has already received a message from node A, the message directly from node B will cause a change of sign for node C (either from '0' to '+', or from 'À' to '?'), which will then be passed on to A and to D. Ultimately, node A will end up with an ambiguous node-sign. The ambiguity in A is the only proper result, since A is affected negatively through the active trail B C A and positively by the active trail B A. Also, node C should have an ambiguous result because it is affected both negatively and positively. Node D, however, may end up with an unnecessary ambiguity when using the original sign-propagation algorithm, as shown in Fig. 6 . This may happen regardless of whether or not we employ the dominance property.
In the above example, node D ends up ambiguous if node C receives a message from node A prior to receiving the message from node B. The message from B then requires C to change signs from 'À' to '?', and this ambiguity is subsequently passed on to both nodes A and D. These results are correct, but for node D unnecessarily ambiguous, for a different order of the same messages entering node C -first directly from B, then from A -would have caused a different result in D, namely a '+'. The subsequent 'À' changing the sign of C to ambiguous would not be propagated to node D, because of the trail B A ? C D not being active yet. To conclude, the only sign that node D should receive is the '+' from the trail B C D; this more informative result is shown in Fig. 7 . The original sign-propagation algorithm, however, is not guaranteed to find this result, even when employing dominance properties.
Identification of the problems
The two problems demonstrated in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are related and in fact have a common underlying cause. Let's consider the example networks in Figs. 2 and 5 in more detail. The key of the problems lies in node C, and more specifically in its role as the node responsible for summarising information it receives from multiple active trails, and passing that on to node D. If all active trails between the observed node B and node C would extend to active trails between B and D, then there is no problem. Problems occur when only part of the messages received by C are relevant for D. The original sign-propagation algorithm implements this correctly at the level of active neighbors: messages are not passed on to nodes that should not receive them. The implementation is incorrect, however, with respect to the contents of messages that are passed on.
Consider the first step in the PropagateSign procedure: here the sign of a node is updated with the message it receives from a neighbor. As a result, the sign of a node represents a ''subtotal" of all messages it has received up until that moment. Subsequently, the node sends this subtotal to all its active neighbors that require an update of node-sign. In our examples, node D is an active neighbor of C only if C receives a message from node B, but not if it receives a message from node A. If C, however, has received a message from node A prior to receiving a message from B, then the effect from A is already incorporated in the node-sign for C and is thus sent on to node D when D becomes an active neighbor of C. Therefore, problems will occur if a node receives messages through a trail that does not extend as an active trail to some neighbors of the node, prior to receiving messages through a trail that does extend as an active trail to these neighbors. That is, the occurrence of errors depends on the order in which nodes are visited by the sign-propagation algorithm. There is no need to argue that the algorithm's results should be independent of this order.
To summarise, the problems we described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 may occur when the original sign-propagation is applied in a network with the following properties: there exist two different trails t 1 and t 2 between an observed node B and some other node C; trail t 1 has an incoming arrow for node C, and trail t 2 has an outgoing arrow for node C; there exists a trail t 3 between node C and some node D, having an incoming arrow for C.
In the above situation, if B is the only observed node, extending trail t 1 with trail t 3 results in a trail from node B to node D on which node C is a head-to-head node, and therefore not active for the current observation; on the other hand, if trail t 2 is extended with trail t 3 , then the resulting trail from node B to node D is active for the current observation. Now, consider the case where node C has received a message over trail t 1 (which is not passed on to node D), and is now about to receive a message over t 2 (which should reach node D). One of the following situations then occurs: the message would not cause a change in sign for node C, therefore message-passing along the current trail is halted (problem in Section 3.1), or the message does cause a change of sign for node C, and the combined effects of the messages C receives over t 1 and t 2 is passed on to node D (problem in Section 3.2). The network properties, described above, which underly the detected problems are likely to be encountered in any multiply connected network, so applying the sign-propagation algorithm to any QPN with a multiply connected digraph may lead to propagation results with unnecessary ambiguity, or worse, incorrect results. In Section 4.3 we discuss a real-world network in which the problems occur as well.
QPN inference revisited
Having identified the cause of the problems as discussed in Section 3, it turns out that the sign-propagation algorithm can fortunately be adapted quite easily to prevent them from occurring. Key to the adaptation is that the administration of signs should distinguish between:
information that was sent along with the direction of an arrow (through an incoming arrow); information that has entered the node in an arrow's opposite direction (through an outgoing arrow).
A message a node V receives upon sign-propagation over an incoming arrow is not relevant for V's parents (see the definition of active neighbors) and should not be combined with information that is sent to parents of V. A message V receives over an outgoing arrow, however, is relevant for V's parents. To distinguish between the two messages, we propose to introduce a new attribute for nodes. For a node V we will use the notation ''oppdir_sign[V]" to denote the attribute that only contains the combined signs from messages that were sent to V in the opposite direction of an arrow. The attribute ''sign[V]" still contains the combined signs from all messages, as in the original algorithm.
The adapted sign-propagation algorithm
Three adaptations to the algorithm have been made. The first only concerns administration of the ''oppdir_sign" attribute for nodes. The second adaptation prevents irrelevant information from being passed through a head-to-head node's nodesign (the problem shown in Section 3.2). The third prevents the premature halting of message-passing; this concerns the problem shown in Section 3.1.
Adaptation 1: administration
We use an attribute ''oppdir_sign" for nodes to capture the influences that entered this node through an outgoing arrow, in the opposite direction of the arrow. Initially, this attribute will have the sign '0' (just as the regular sign attribute). If a node to receives a message from the node from, the algorithm checks if:
to is a parent of from (then the message is sent in the arrow's opposite direction), or from is the same node as to (in the initialization phase, when this node is the observation node O).
If any of these conditions is true, then the messagesign is added to both attributes oppdir_sign [to] and sign[to] of node to.
Adaptation 2: preventing unnecessary ambiguity
In the next step of the algorithm, when the to node has to determine to which of its active neighbors V i to send a message, the algorithm checks if to is a child of V i (then the message will be sent in the arrow's opposite direction). If this is the case, then the messagesign to be sent to V i combines the linksign on the arrow with oppdir_sign[to]; if not, then the original combination of linksign with the attribute sign[to] is used.
Adaptation 3: preventing incorrect results
Finally, the original algorithm checks if the sign of node V i to be visited with the sign messagesign, would change because of this visit. If this visit would not make a difference, then the message is not sent to V i . This check must now be adapted to prevent the serious problem presented in Section 3.1. To this end, the adapted version of the algorithm uses a new function SignsEqual, which checks if the message is going to be sent in the opposite direction of an arrow (in that case, to would be a child of V i ). If so, the message should be incorporated in both the attributes oppdir_sign[V i ] and sign[V i ] and therefore we check if oppdir_sign[V i ] requires a change. Otherwise, the original check -if attribute sign[V i ] requires a change -is sufficient. We note that the ''oppdir_sign" attribute captures the sign-sum È over a subset of the messages summed in the attribute ''sign"; as a result, if a message does not change the ''oppdir_sign", which means it is equal to the oppdir_sign, then it cannot change the ''sign" attribute either.
We now present the adapted sign-propagation algorithm in pseudo-code.
The adaptations do not affect the worst-case running time of the algorithm. All message-passing stops as soon as there are no nodes which require a change in either of the attributes ''oppdir_sign" and ''sign". Both attributes can change at most twice, and once the attribute ''oppdir_sign" for a node becomes ambiguous, so will its ''sign" attribute.
Correctness of the new approach
Fortunately, only a minor change to the sign-propagation algorithm is required to prevent the problems detected in the Sections 3.1 and 3.2. In Section 3.3 we identified the general causes underlying the noted problems, which are found in a combination of the network structure, the order of message-passing and the contents of the messages passed by the sign-propagation algorithm. The first two are necessary conditions for the problems to occur; they actually occur as a result of summarising node-signs being checked for change and being passed on. We subsequently argued that messages entering a node in the opposite direction of the arrow should be kept separately from those entering the node otherwise. For this we introduced the ''oppdir_sign" attribute. Checking this attribute if it requires change under certain conditions, and passing on this attribute to certain active neighbors exactly serves to resolve the problems of premature halting, and passing of irrelevant combined information, as revealed in Section 3.
Reconsider the examples in Figs. 2 and 5 ; we can view these as representing more general network structures with a positive, respectively negative, influence on a trail from observed node B to node C, with an incoming arrow for C. In addition, there is another trail with a positive influence between B and C, and an outgoing arrow for C. Finally, there is a trail with a positive influence between nodes D and C, with an incoming arrow for C. With this generalised interpretation, we now show that the adapted algorithm solves the problems detected in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Proposition 1. The adapted sign-propagation algorithm corrects the incorrect results that may be found with the original algorithm in Fig. 2 -like networks.
Proof. We showed in Section 3.1 that an incorrect result may occur at node D with the original algorithm. The underlying reason we identified was that the direct effect of B onto C was being ignored, because C already had a positive sign, received through a message from A. With the new algorithm, the decision for visiting node C from node B is made under the condition that the signs that entered C through outgoing arrows, summarised in the attribure ''oppdir_sign", were the same as the sign of the message. In this case, oppdir_sign[C] still equals '0' and therefore requires a change of sign. Node C thus receives the direct message from B and updates both its sign attributes. Now, node C checks its parents to see if they require a change in the attribute ''oppdir_sign". If C has yet other active neighbors, then their standard ''sign" attribute is checked, as in the original algorithm. In our example, the parent D of C indeed requires an update of attribute ''oppdir_sign", so the message-passing will reach D, as is correct.
A comparison of the possible incorrect result of the original algorithm with the correct result of the adapted algorithm is shown in Fig. 8 . Proof. We showed in Section 3.2 that an unnecessary ambiguity result may occur for node D with the original algorithm. The underlying reason we identified was that the message sent from node C to node D incorporated information from node A, which is irrelevant for D. Although the attribute sign[C] is changed to '?' upon combining the messages from A and B, the attribute oppdir_sign[C] is set to '+'. Since node D is a parent of node C, C sends the messagesign 'oppdir_sign[C] +' to D, which updates both its node-sign attributes with this messagesign. The ambiguous node-sign at C is thus not unnecessarily transferred to D.
Whereas the outcome of the original sign-propagation algorithm could be equal to the result shown in Fig. 6 (having unnecessary ambiguity), the outcome of the adapted algorithm will be equal to the result shown in Fig. 7 (having no unnecessary ambiguity). The comparison of these two outcomes is shown in Fig. 9 .
Apart from some additional bookkeeping, the only difference between the original sign-propagation algorithm and the adapted one lies in the messages sent to active neighbors which are parents of a node under consideration. By treating these differently, we do not introduce new errors.
Proposition 3. The adapted sign-propagation algorithm introduces no new errors or ambiguities compared to the original algorithm.
Proof. Consider a trail with three subsequent nodes B, C and D. With both algorithms we find that if node C is observed, then it will not receive any messages. On the trail, C can be a head-to-head node, a node with two outgoing arrows, or a node with one incoming and one outgoing arrow. We review all three situations. If C is a head-to-head node and receives upon signpropagation a message from B, then D is not an active neighbor of C, so messages are never passed through a head-to-head node on a trail (see the definition of active neighbor; if the trail is active as result of an observation, then the intercausal effect is captured by the fact that node D would be considered an active neighbor of B, not of C). Here, the adapted sign-propagation algorithm does not differ from the original one. If node C has two outgoing arrows, then it has no parents on the trail and both algorithms treat this situation in the same way. Now consider a trail where node C has an outgoing arrow to a node B and an incoming arrow from D. If C receives a message from D, then B is not a parent of C and the adapted algorithm proceeds as the original one. On the other hand, if C receives a message from B, then D is a parent of C. Information received from B should be passed on in a messagesign to C; this is exactly the information stored by the adapted algorithm in the attribute oppdir_sign [C] . To conclude, if the adapted algorithm passes on different information than the original algorithm, then the information passed on is correct.
An example from practice
The network in Fig. 10 is a part of a network that was constructed during a discussion session about the safety and biodiversity of the Belgian coastal zone. It is a real-life example of what can go wrong with the original sign-propagation algorithm. This network is a cognitive map, where each node represents a concept that was mentioned in the discussion; the network can be treated as a QPN. It was constructed by deriving causal relationships from the discussion. These relationships were put into a diagram which was visible for all participants. In such a setting, the participants' arguments can be captured in direct causal influences. The only type of synergies that came up were additive synergies. For now, we ignore them because they do not affect qualitative inference. Using the dominance property, we also disregard any intercausal effects for this discussion; the examples have only one (current) observation.
We will show that when using the original sign-propagation algorithm for interactive cognitive mapping, both types of undesired results may occur. Consider the situation that positive information for node G is entered into the network in Fig. 10 . The original sign-propagation algorithm may start with visiting F. Then, it could subsequently visit nodes E, B and D. After visiting D through this trail, the original algorithm would halt: node G would not send a message to B, since B already has the sign '+'. Therefore, in case of this order of visiting neighbors, the original algorithm would calculate a final zero influence for the nodes A and C! Moreover, the result for node D is positive whereas it should be ambiguous due to the trail G B C ? D having a negative influence on D. The incorrect results are shown in Fig. 11 . Obviously, the results as shown in Fig. 11 are incorrect; the nodes A and C are not d-separated from the observation node G. Fig. 12 shows the corrects results from applying the adapted algorithm to the same diagram, for the same observation.
The use of the original algorithm may result in unnecessary ambiguity as well. Consider the diagram from Fig. 10 . Fig. 13 shows the result of propagating positive evidence for node D, using the original algorithm. The algorithm may start with subsequently visiting nodes C, B and G, resulting in a positive sign for C, and negative ones for B and G. Next, it visits node B directly from D. This will result in an ambiguous sign for node B, as it received a '+' whereas it already had the sign 'À'. This ambiguity will be sent on to all of its neighboring nodes.
The ambiguity in Fig. 13 for the nodes F, E and A, however, is unnecessary, because the influence through node C should not affect them. Fig. 14 shows that the adapted algorithm calculates only the necessary ambiguities for nodes C, B and G. Fig. 10 . Parts of a cognitive map as derived from a discussion about the safety and biodiversity of the Belgian coastal zone. Fig. 9 . Comparison of the original with the adapted algorithm when setting positive evidence for node B in the network of Fig. 5 . The original algorithm has resulted unnecessary ambiguity whereas the adapted algorithm has not.
Conclusions
For any use of QPNs with a computer tool, it is important that the inference algorithm always calculates the correct signs and the least possible ambiguity. This paper shows what types of errors and ambiguity, which is unnecessary given the available qualitative information in a QPN, may occur with the original sign-propagation algorithm by Druzdzel and Henrion [5] . These specific problems have never been revealed in earlier QPN studies. We presented an adapted version of the algorithm. It is shown that the problems as mentioned are prevented with the new approach. The worst-case running time is still linear Fig. 11 . An incorrect result from applying the original sign-propagation algorithm to the cognitive map of Fig. 10 by setting positive evidence for node G. in the number of arrows. Like the original algorithm, the adapted version can be used for cognitive mapping or for supporting Bayesian modeling when not all quantitative information is available. The importance of our adaptations for cognitive mapping has been underlined with the example of Section 4.3.
Further research
To use the formalism of QPNs in an interactive computertool for cognitive mapping, it can be desirable to see the joint effect of multiple observations. Renooij et al. developed a version of the sign-propagation algorithm which can handle multiple simultaneous observations [10, 12] . This version is designed to use the dominance property in order to prevent unnecessary ambiguity and it uses the efficient Bayes-Ball algorithm [14] to do so. Apart from the dominance property, these adaptations of the sign-propagation algorithm are specific for situations with multiple observations. On the contrary, our adaptations as presented in this paper are designed to prevent unnecessary ambiguity in case of a single observation. Since these problems would also occur when propagating multiple observations sequentially, the two adaptations are complementary. Therefore, the combination of the two can provide the basis for an interactive cognitive mapping computertool. Such a tool can be used for practical experiments.
